Since 1855 Moebius has stood for the highest quality. Our oils, greases, epilames and specialty products are used worldwide in various industries – in particular in watchmaking and microtechnics. For years, our name has been known for the reliability and durability of our products. For our laboratory, we are looking for a

Chemical Laboratory Assistant

Job description:
- Lubricants and epilam production
- Carrying out the various stages of production - formulation or synthesis, quality controls
- Preparation of equipment, devices and samples to test, respecting the protocols
- Work documentation and report preparation
- Carrying out research and development projects

Profile:
- Lubricants and epilam production
- Carrying out the various stages of production - formulation - quality controls
- Preparation of equipment, devices and samples to test, respecting the protocols
- Work documentation and report preparation
- Carrying out research and development projects

Professional requirements:
- Excellent teamplayer, knowing how to work autonomously and take initiatives
- Excellent communication skills
- Rigor and sense of organization

Languages:
- German (written and spoken, main working language)
- English (written and spoken)
- French (a strong advantage)

Job location:
The Swatch Group Research and Development Ltd, division Moebius
Kreuzenstrasse 30
CH-4452 Itingen

We offer you top level working environment and very good social benefits.

If you are efficient, responsible and motivated by new challenges, please submit your application with curriculum vitae and certificates to:

Dario Costa, HR Manager, direct phone 032 755 58 28, email: dcosta@asulab.ch
The Swatch Group Research and Development Ltd, division Service Center
Rue des Sors 3, CH-2074 Marin, Switzerland

Additional information about our activities is available on our website https://www.moebius-lubricants.ch/